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Legal Aspects of the Financing of Trade
Olga Maridaki-Karatza

An investigation of how trade was financed during the Byzantine period must involve
a survey of all the legal institutions relevant to the accumulation or acquisition of
money for commercial or productive purposes. The reasons for this are the following:
first, the absence of any rules by which certain transactions could be described as commercial, by which persons engaging by profession in such transactions could be classed
as merchants, and by which consequences were established for engaging in trade. In
other words, there was no commercial law to govern all trading activities. Second,
there were no properly organized credit or financial agencies that provided systematic,
rather than circumstantial, financing for commercial or productive activities. The only
relevant guild mentioned in the Book of the Eparch is the guild of bankers, probably
money changers, as can be deduced from the provisions concerning them, which principally refer to the genuineness of the coinage and the organization of the profession.
References to money changers (argyropratai) are, unfortunately, rare and occur only on
the occasion of some special arrangements for them within the context of the more
general regulation of some institution. They allow us to conclude, tentatively, that the
members of this class may have been at an initial stage in the development of banking
in the sense that they systematically financed entrepreneurial activities.1
Finally, there is a scarcity of source material in the form of documents connected
with transactions and contracts for financing commercial or productive activities. This
is not surprising: many such contracts are never put in written form, and even when
a document has been drawn up for the purpose of concluding or evidencing a transaction, it is only natural that it should be destroyed after the transaction has been completed, whether successfully or not. Nor was it common for an everyday transaction to
be considered important enough for inclusion in a chronicle, far less in a more ambitious work of historiography.
In the late Byzantine period (from the 13th century to the demise of the empire),

This chapter was translated by John Solman.
1
See also G. Dagron, “The Urban Economy: Seventh–Twelfth Centuries,” K.-P. Matschke, “The
Late Byzantine Urban Economy: Thirteenth–Fifteenth Centuries,” and C. Morrisson, “Byzantine
Money: Its Production and Circulation,” EHB.
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trade grew under the influence of the merchants of Genoa and Venice. At this time,
documents began to make their appearance; most of them are promissory notes, but
the archives of the notaries of Crete have also preserved some notarial instruments.
In view of this, one clearly needs to turn to the rules of civil law and, through certain
institutions, to identify, classify, and construe those rules so as to produce as full a
picture as possible of the framework within which entrepreneurial activity must have
developed and been financed and the rules to which it was subject. This framework,
within which the parties operated and engaged in legal acts, was broad and flexible
since Byzantine law observed the principle of consensual contracts, permitting the parties to be bound by a mere formless agreement in accordance with the requirements
of the transaction, though of course always within the framework of the law: “the
agreements of those lawfully engaging in transactions, in all ways, shall be valid.” 2 However, since we have no written source material relevant to transactions, we lack a vivid
picture of entrepreneurial life.
This chapter deals only with the financing of trade as an entrepreneurial activity in
the contemporary sense and not with the other forms of trade—usually circumstantial
in nature—in which public officials engaged, supplying it with commodities that had
come into their hands precisely as a result of their office.3
The basic legal institutions under civil law relevant to the financing of entrepreneurial activities are loans and partnerships/companies. In the special case of maritime
trade, maritime loans and shared debt partnerships (crewkoinwnía) are relevant. The
basic source for investigating these institutions is the Basilics, in parallel to which certain earlier and later collections of laws (the Ecloga, the Procheiros Nomos, the Synopsis
Maior, the Hexabiblos, and the Rhodian Sea Law) have also been used here. Compendia
of court practices such as the Peira of Eustathios Rhomaios and, for the last centuries
of Byzantium, the proceedings of the synodal court are also useful as source material.
No change in philosophy or the basic regulations can be observed in the later legislative instruments or the compendia, but the collections of court practices, in particular,
are of interest because the immediacy with which they are worded gives a vivid picture
of the social and economic conditions of the period, as well as of the need for law to
adjust to those developments.

Loans
The principal financing institution involving credit was the loan. Loans served a variety
of purposes, just as they do today: personal needs that have nothing to do with the
debtor’s entrepreneurial activities, as well as the borrower’s business requirements. In
the Byzantine period, the provisions of law drew no distinction between these two
categories of loan, and the same regulations were applied to both. The sources only
very occasionally refer to entrepreneurial loans—just as, indeed, there are very few

2
3

AiJ gàr boulh́sei" tw'n nomímw" sunallassóntwn pantì trópv dektaí eijsi.” Bas. 12.1.88.
See A. E. Laiou, “Economic and Noneconomic Exchange,” EHB.
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mentions of entrepreneurs in the legal sources. However, such references as there are,
when taken in conjunction with the provisions regulating more specific matters, allow
one to hypothesize that the loan was an institution in business activity, and especially
in trade, though certainly not the only one. Where the development of entrepreneurial
activity was concerned, a loan was thus the simplest manner of shifting money on a
temporary basis from those who had saved or accumulated it to those who were developing entrepreneurial activities.
Because of its importance for transactions, for the circulation of money (given that
loans principally involve money), and thus for the economy, the loan fell within the
scope of the law, which regulated it. Loans were one of the fundamental legal institutions of Roman and later of Byzantine law, the philosophy and basic principles of which
remain unchanged to the present day.
The Basilics is the basic source for research into the institution of the loan. Book 23
is central, but provisions applicable to loans are also to be found in books 12, 9, and
24. The Procheiros Nomos includes provisions regulating loans (title 11), as do the later
legal compilations based on the Basilics: the Synopsis Maior (section 10, title 6) and the
Hexabiblos of Harmenopoulos (book 3, title 5, and book 2, title 2).
Judicial practices connected with loans are dealt with in title 26 of the Peira of Eustathios Rhomaios, and information about the same subject in the last centuries of
Byzantium is also to be found in the compendium of decisions of the synodal court.4
The legislator’s central concerns in regulating the institution of the loan were, on
the one hand, to protect the creditor so as not to discourage the lending of money and
thus the channeling of money into the process of production and commerce (protection, however, that could not and did not extend to removal of the risk of his losing
his money, which was inherent in the contract of loan) and, on the other, to protect
the debtor against excessive commitment to the creditor. Unless checks and balances
were imposed, this might lead to the loss even of the debtor’s personal freedom or that
of his family, which was prohibited (“if the creditor takes as security the children of the
debtors and employs them in his service, he shall lose his rights to the loan and pay as
much again to the child who has been held or to his parents,” 5 and “destitute debtors
shall not be compelled to serve those to whom they owe money”).6 The purpose of this
prohibition was that debtors should not be discouraged from concluding the loans they
required to obtain the funds for their industrial activities.
Loans were concluded by contract, that is, by agreement between the two parties

Synopsis Maior, Zepos, Jus, vol. 5; Peira, Zepos, Jus, vol. 4. For decisions of the synodal court: MM,
vols. 1 and 2.
5
JO daneisth̀" ejàn ejnécura lábh kaì ejpárh/ tà tékna tw'n ijdíwn crewstw'n h‘ eij" doulikh̀n uJphresían
tau'ta misqẃshtai, ejkpiptétw tou' créou" kaì a“llhn tosaúthn posóthta tw'/ krathqénti h‘ kaì toi'" toútou
goneu'si kataballétwÚ Ecloga 10.2 (L. Burgmann, ed., Ecloga: Das Gesetzbuch Leons III. und Konstantios
V. (Frankfurt am Main, 1983), Hexabiblos 3.5.66 (K. Pitsakis, Kwnstantínou Armenopoúlou
J
Próceiron
Nómwn h“ JExábiblo" (Athens, 1971).
6
Oujk ajnagkázontai oiJ a“poroi crew'stai douleúein toi'" ijdíoi" daneistai'"Ú Bas. 24.3.16; Hexabiblos
3.5.65; Syn. Maior X.2.29.
4
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that by the loan the ownership (“a loan transfers the ownership”)7 of money or other
replaceable things was delivered from one of the contracting parties to the other (“a
loan consists of things that can be measured, numbered, and counted,” 8 and “pieces
of money or any other thing to be found on the earth or in the sea may be lent”).9 The
debtor was obliged to return to the creditor things of the same quantity and quality
(“A person does not lend with the intention of receiving exactly the same thing,” and
“that which has been given must be replaced by things of the same kind and quality”).10
To use the legal terminology still applied today, the loan contract is concluded in re
(i.e., with the delivery of ownership of the thing to the debtor) and is formless (i.e., it
is not subject to any particular formalities and need not be put in writing). Many loans
were contracted entirely circumstantially, for example, during the course of fairs, so as
to allow the merchant to buy the goods he needed, with repayment taking place at the
end of the fair. Such is the case dealt with by Eustathios Rhomaios, who gives a graphic
description of the merchant’s attempts to obtain, by borrowing, the money he needed
to trade at the fair.11 However, if the contracting parties did draw up a written contract,
then we need to distinguish between instances in which an undertaking was made to
contract a loan in the future and those in which the instrument was drawn up to facilitate the proof of the loan. Here it should be noted that when the loan was for a large
sum (in excess of 50 litrai of gold), any contract drawn up had to be signed in the
presence of three witnesses; otherwise, the contract did not constitute proof and could
not be invoked by the creditor.12

Operation of the Loan
The operation of the loan consisted of its use by the debtor for the entire period agreed
upon and its repayment to the creditor.13 If no date of repayment was agreed on, the
creditor was entitled to demand repayment at any time.14 If the debtor failed to repay
the loan, the creditor had a clear case for bringing an action of condictio certae creditae
pecuniae (which in the Greek-language legal texts of the period was rendered in Hellenized form as kerton kondiktion rather than being translated), demanding that the loan
be repaid.
When the hearing began, the burden of proof was on the creditor to show “the
counting out of the money,” that is, that possession of the money had been made over
to the debtor and the loan concluded, while the debtor, in his defense, might contend
Tò dáneion metatíqhsi th̀n despoteíanÚ Bas. 23.1.2.
Tò dáneion ejn toi'" staqmouménoi", ajriqmouménoi", metrouménoi" sunístataiÚ Bas. 23.1.2 and 1.
9
jEán ti" logárion h‘ ajrgúrion h‘ kaì e”teron ti ei«do" tò oiJonou'n ejn th' gh' h‘ kaì ejn th' qalássh, daneíshtaiÚ Ecloga 10.1.1.
10
Daneízei ti" oujk ejpí tw'/ labei'n tò aujtóÚ Bas. 23.1.2, and tò doqèn ajpodoqh'nai tou' aujtou' génou" kaì
th'" aujth'" kallonh'", Bas. 23.1.3.
11
Peira 26.1.
12
Bas. 23.1.63 ( jO ceirografh́sa" wJ" ejpì méllonti daneív), and 23.1.61.
13
Bas. 23.1.2.
14
Bas. 26.5.94.
7
8
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that the money had never been paid (“counted out”) to him, that a smaller sum had
been paid and that this was the sum due (“Not only he who has received none of the
things attested to shall be able to plead failure to make the loan, but also he who has
agreed to more than he received,” and “the person receiving less and having agreed
to more”), or that he had already repaid the loan.15
If a debtor made such objections, he could prove them by witnesses even if a written
instrument had been drawn up. The written instrument became full proof after two
years had elapsed from the conclusion of the loan, and in this case the debtor was no
longer entitled to lodge any objections.16 However, certain exceptions were established
so as to prevent the implementation of this provision from causing injustice. If the
debtor had repaid the loan but the creditor, invoking an instrument drawn up more
than two years previously, demanded that it be repaid again, it was possible (so as to
protect debtors from those who lent money in bad faith) for the debtor to lodge an
objection and prove that he had repaid the loan (although five witnesses were required
for this) even though the two years had elapsed and the instrument was now full
proof.17 The legislation itself explains why this regulation was necessary: “there is a
great difference between the person who says ‘I prove that I paid’ and the person who
says ‘prove that you counted it out.’” 18 If the debtor contended falsely that the instrument was not genuine and it later proved to be authentic, then this borrower in bad
faith would be sentenced to repay a sum double that of the loan.19 In both cases, the
legislator’s clear intention is to protect the contracting parties against bad faith.
However, misbehavior in a debtor was not simply a matter of failure to repay a loan.
The debtor could also be in arrears, if he failed to repay the loan on the date agreed.
In cases of arrears, the debtor would be obliged to pay arrears interest, that is, an
increment in addition to the rate agreed if the loan bore interest. This interest would
vary according to the practice of the specific location, but it could not amount to a sum
greater than double the loan (“when the principal of the loan has been doubled by
interest, the interest shall cease to be charged”).20

Satisfaction of the Creditor and Performance by the Debtor
Satisfaction of the creditor occurred, first and foremost, with the repayment to him, in
accordance with his terms, of the sum of the loan by the debtor. If the debtor was

15
Bas. 23.1.62 ( Aríqmhsin
j
tw'n crhmátwn); Bas. 23.1.64 and Hexabiblos 2.2.2 (Ouj mónon oJ mhdèn labẁn
ejx w»n ejceirográfhsen ajntith́qhsin ajnargurían ajllá kaì oJ pleíona w»n e“labe ceirografh́sa"); Bas.
23.1.71 ( JO ejláttona labẁn kaì eij" pleíona ceirografh́sa").
16
Bas. 23.1.72 and Hexabiblos 2.2.4.
17
Hexabiblos 3.5.82 and Peira 26.6.
18
Pollh̀ gàr hJ diaforà tou' légonto" ajpodeíknumi o”ti katébalon kaì tou' légonta" ajpódeixon o”ti
hjríqmhsa"Ú Bas. 23.1.72.
19
Bas. 23.1.62.
20
Tw'n tókwn tò kefálaion diplasiazóntwn oJ tóko" paúetaiÚ Hexabiblos 3.7.5, Bas. 23.1.42, 23.3.9,
and 23.3.78. For interest in general, see D. Gofas, “The Byzantine Law of Interest,” and A. E. Laiou,
“Economic Thought and Ideology,” EHB.
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recalcitrant and failed to repay the loan, then the creditor, having had recourse to the
courts and having had the sum awarded to him, could, in execution of the award, distrain upon the assets of the debtor to obtain satisfaction. He would distrain first upon
the movable assets of the debtor and, if these were insufficient, upon his immovable
property. If the creditor succeeded in obtaining the repayment of his loan, he took
precedence even over those who had prior claims, since “the law is for the vigilant, not
for those who are deeply asleep,” and “better is he who comes first.” 21
Some of the more particular provisions regulating instances concerning the more
highly organized and systematic financing of entrepreneurial activities are of interest
for this investigation of the financing of trade. Such provisions include those that regulate the privileges of creditors (when the loans concern commercial transactions) or
creditors who present themselves as financiers by profession.
A provision in the Peira (26.1), repeated in the Hexabiblos (3.5.37), concerns a loan
granted to a person to enable him to trade at a fair (Epì tw'/ ejxelqei'n kaì pragmateúesqai
eij" th́nde th̀n panh́gurin). If this debtor dies and other creditors make their appearance,
then the creditor who lent the late debtor money to trade would enjoy a lien on the
things bought at the fair (eí" tòn ajgorasqénta ajpò th'" panhgúrew" fórton) as having
lent the money for that purpose (wJ" ejpì toútv daneísa").
Another provision to be found in the Peira (19.6) concerns a preference on a loan
granted, against security provided by the debtor, to a quarrying enterprise: “I lent
money to a marble merchant (?) against a mortgage on the stone. . . . This same debtor
having leased imperial warehouses and fallen into debt, I have a lien” ( E
j dáneisa
marmarív ejpì uJpoqh́kh tw'n líqwn . . . oJ dè aujtò" creẃsth" misqwsámeno" wJrei'a basilikà
ejcreẃsthsen, ejgẁ protimw'mai).
Evidence of the existence of persons who, by profession, financed entrepreneurial
or commercial activities is to be found in the provision of Justinian’s Novel 136 (included in the Basilics)22 under which only moneylenders (argyropratai) could validly
grant guarantees as first debtors. This meant that, by way of exception, when the loan
granted had been guaranteed by a moneylender, the creditor was not obliged to address himself first to the debtor, but might address himself directly to the moneylender
and demand satisfaction from him. The exception introduced by this provision deprived moneylenders of the protection generally afforded to guarantors, preventing
them from rebuffing the creditor and directing him to address himself first to the
debtor and only to approach them, as guarantors, if he failed to gain satisfaction. It can
be deduced from this exception that moneylenders were individuals who engaged in
transactions and their financing on a professional basis and would thus be aware of
the risks involved in guarantees; since their purpose in undertaking such risks was to
make a profit, they had no need of the protection of the law.
However, the most important provisions that lead us to the belief that throughout
21
Peira 6.14; Hexabiblos 3.5.40: OiJ gar nómoi tw'n ajgrupnoúntwn eijsín, ajll∆ oujcí tw'n baréw" koimwménwn… Bas. 9.3.19, Syn. Maior X.2.3: Kallíwn e“stai oJ prolabẃn.
22
Bas. 23.4.1.
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the Byzantine period there was systematic financing of persons engaged in commercial
or entrepreneurial activities are those concerning ekstasis hyparchonton and the provisions of the Peira that deal with fraudulent bankruptcy. Under these provisions, if a
debtor’s assets were insufficient to satisfy all his creditors, then he could concede all his
assets to them, making a composition or cessio bonorum under which they would receive
satisfaction from the sale (diaprasis) of the assets. In this way, the debtor would be discharged even if his assets had not been sufficient to satisfy all the creditors, who would
receive satisfaction proportionally. After the sale of his assets and the partial satisfaction
of the creditors, the debtor was free to acquire limited assets once more (“to obtain
moderate property”).23 However, “If the debtor has not been subject to ekstasis, he shall
be liable and answerable to claims until he has repaid everything.” If once more he
acquired large assets, “in his renewed prosperity, he shall be liable to his creditors once
more.” 24 This is an institution similar to modern-day bankruptcy under commercial
law; under Byzantine law, however, there were no provisions specially applicable to
merchants, commercial law did not exist, and the provisions were applied indiscriminately. However, by their very nature these provisions imply the existence of a number
of creditors, successive sums in loans, and activity even after the composition which
could produce new assets, and thus these are entrepreneurial loans, not loans to meet
urgent but temporary personal needs on the part of the borrower.

Maritime Loans
The financing of maritime trade was based on the institution of the maritime or bottomry loan, which predominated throughout the Byzantine period. To begin with, as
a foenus nauticum or pecunia traiectitia, it was regulated by the legislation of Justinian;
later, it was governed by the Rhodian Sea Law, in which it is referred to as “money lent
on the sea.” 25
These regulations for maritime loans were continued almost unaltered by the Basilics, the Synopsis Maior, and Harmenopoulos, who refers expressly to the Rhodian Sea
Law: “all maritime affairs and matters of the sea shall be subject to the law of the
Rhodians.” 26 However, the provisions do not amount to an overall arrangement, and
of necessity the general provisions regulating loans would have had to be implemented
as a complement.
The principal characteristic of the maritime loan was that the lender undertook the
maritime risk; in other words, if the voyage for which the loan was concluded did not
turn out well and the vessel with the merchandise failed to return, he was not entitled
to address himself to the debtor and demand the discharge of his obligations from the

Bas. 9.5.6: Métria kthsámeno"; Syn. Maior X.2.5.
JO mh̀ uJpostà" ejkstásion creẃsth", e”w" tò pa'n ajpodv', ejnécetai kaì ajpaitei'tai… “Kaì pálin eujporẁn
ejnécetai toi'" daneistai'"”: Peira 26.13.
25
jEpipóntia crh́mata ejkdaneisqéntaÚ Rhodian Sea Law 3.1.
26
Tà nautikà pánta kaì o”sa katà qálassan krínetai Rodív témnetai nómvÚ Hexabiblos 2.11.1; cf. Bas.
5.3, appendix, and Syn. Maior N.1.1–34.
23
24
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rest of his assets. “Maritime money is that which goes beyond the sea, not that spent
on the spot and the things bought with it, if the sailing is at the risk of the creditor.” 27
Unlike ordinary loans, the money lent in these cases was not “safely on land” but, under the Rhodian Sea Law, “it should not be treated as a land loan,” explaining why the
rate of interest on maritime loans was always higher than that on ordinary loans.28

Partnerships
The financing of trade and, in particular, of entrepreneurial activities was achieved
with the accumulation of capital in the form of partnerships. Partnerships were regulated and, like loans, constituted an institution in Roman and then Byzantine law. However, although like the loan it was an institution under civil law, the partnership was
throughout the Byzantine period the predominant and most appropriate means for
financing and developing commercial and entrepreneurial activities in instances where
it was necessary for two or more persons to join forces in collaboration and for capital
to be assembled. It was put into effect with contributions of money and also of personal
labor. The partnership was not a relationship among persons with opposing interests,
but a relationship of collaboration intended to optimize the achievement of a common
purpose. The provisions governing and regulating partnerships are to be found in the
sources along with the provisions that govern ownership. Indeed, the term koinonia is
used indiscriminately in the sources to define co-ownership and also partnership.
The partnership or company of Byzantine law differed little from the partnership of
modern times. The philosophy remains the same: the partnership was a contractual
bond of a personal nature par excellence, one in which there were coinciding rather
than opposing interests in the achievement of a shared entrepreneurial objective and,
of course, the purpose was to benefit the members, usually in the form of profit. The
legislator’s main concerns were, on the one hand, to regulate the relationships (rights
and obligations) of the partners so as to ensure that the partnership functioned
smoothly and without impediment in achieving its economic objectives and, on the
other, to determine the responsibilities of the partners or company members toward
others in order to protect those who transacted with it.

Formation
The partnership (koinonia in the Byzantine texts) was set up by a formless contract,
that is, with the mere consent of the contracting parties and with their will to form a
partnership (affectio societatis). Indeed, it was this will that distinguished the partnership
from mere common ownership (koinopraxia in the Byzantine texts). It was laid down
by the legislative instruments that “A partnership is set up in deed and in word and by

27

Diapóntia crh́mata eijsí tà péran th'" qalássh" ajpiónta, ouj mh̀n tà ejpí tópou dapanẃmena kaì tà ejx
aujtw'n ajgorazómena, eján kindúnv tou' daneistou' pléwsinÚ Syn. Maior X.2.73.
28
“Eggaia kaì ajkínduna… “Eggaia mh̀ crhésqwsan… Rhodian Sea Law 2.16; cf. Gofas, “The Byzantine
Law of Interest,” EHB.
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notification,” 29 and that “A partnership may be set up in writing or otherwise.” 30 The
need for the existence of consent and a common will to form the partnership emerges
from the following express provision: “When a koinonia is set up by consent, then an
action concerning a partnership can be brought, whereas when (an association) is
formed without consent it is a koinopraxia”).31
Throughout the period in which Byzantine law was in force, and, indeed, for much
longer, the partnership was a form of contract that generated rights and obligations
on the part of the contracting parties (the partners) toward third parties but did not
itself acquire a legal personality. In other words, the partnership never became a vehicle for rights and obligations, and as a result the personal liability of the partners toward third parties on behalf of the partnership was unrestricted. This should not strike
us as in any way strange, since it was not until the nineteenth century, under the pressure of the vast expansion in trade at that time and in order to meet the new commercial needs, that companies acquired distinct legal personalities.

Duration of the Partnership
The duration of the partnership differed according to circumstances, in accordance
with the will of the partners, with the purpose of the partnership, with the activities in
which it was to engage, and with certain other conditions. It might be agreed that the
duration of the partnership was to be “indefinite, that is, as long as they [the partners]
shall live,” of a specific period, as of a certain time, or when certain conditions were fulfilled.32
Since, as we have seen, the formation of the partnership was formless, it might be
set up purely circumstantially in the market or at a fair by merchants trading there so
as to allow them to assemble the money they needed for their commercial activities.
Naturally enough, such partnerships would have a very limited duration, usually no
longer than that of the fair or market.
However, the duration of the partnership did not depend only on the agreement
reached by the partners. It could also be terminated when other events supervened,
regardless of the will of the partners. “The partnership shall be dissolved on the demise
of the persons or the thing”; the text itself clarifies demise ( phthora) as the death or
legal incapacitation of the partner.33 Later legislative instruments and legal compilations give the same reasons for the dissolution of the partnership (“The partnership
shall be dissolved on the demise of the persons or the thing”) but also “it shall be dis-

Sunístatai koinwnía prágmati kaì rJh́mati kaì di∆ ajggélouÚ Bas. 12.1.4, Procheiros Nomos 19.5, Syn.
Maior K.21.4, Hexabiblos 3.10.8.
30
Sunístatai koinwnía ejggráfw" h“ ajgráfw": Ecloga 10.4.
31
”Ote mèn ajpó sunainésew" génhtai koinwnía, cẃra th' perí koinwnía" ajgwgh', o”te dè cwrì" sunainésew", koinopraxía ejstínÚ Bas. 12.1.32, Syn. Maior K.21.11, Hexabiblos 3.10.3.
32
‘H dihnekw'", toutéstin e”w" ou» zw'sin h‘ prò" kairón h‘ ajpó kairou' h‘ uJpó ai”resinÚ Bas. 12.1.1, Procheiros Nomos 19.1, Syn. Maior K.21.1, Hexabiblos 3.10.1.
33
Lúetai hJ koinwnía fqeiroménwn tw'n prosẃpwn h“ tou' prágmato"Ú Bas. 12.1.4 and 61.
29
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solved by cancellation, death, alteration of circumstances, and destitution.” 34 Throughout the duration of Byzantine law, the principal characteristic of the partnership continued to be its personal nature. As a result, it was dissolved on the death of one of the
partners, upon cancellation by one of the partners, or if there was a change in his
personal circumstances.
Under the provisions cited above, the partnership could also be dissolved as a result
of losses (“destitution,” “on the demise of the thing”), corresponding in modern parlance to the disappearance of its capital after successive losses.
Precisely because the partnership was a personal institution, it would be dissolved
when one of the partners issued a cancellation (apagoreusis in the relevant texts) of the
contract by which it had been set up. In this event, the partnership was dissolved even
if the cancellation was not “timely,” although in such circumstances the partner who
made the cancellation would be obliged to indemnify the others for the losses they
suffered as a result of his untimely cancellation.35

Purpose of the Partnership
Naturally enough, the purpose of the partnership had to be both permissible and legal.
However, over and above this general requirement, which did not apply only to the
partnership, the purpose of the company, as can be seen in all the relevant provisions,
was the benefit and profit of the partners, even if this was not expressly stated in the
contract. “Those who merely form a partnership do so in the expectation of gain.” 36
Furthermore, “even if a partnership is merely formed and it is not stipulated to what
end, the purpose of its formation is assumed to be the making of gains from sales and
purchases and rents and contracts.” 37 When the partners made an agreement in each
separate case, the partnership could have as its purpose to trade “both in kind and in
money” or to carry out a single transaction and make a profit from that.38 In the latter
case, we have a kind of circumstantial partnership, a societas unius rei, and not the more
long-standing and stable bond that was more common.

Contributions of the Partners and Sharing Profits and Losses
In order to achieve the purposes of the partnership, each partner was obliged to contribute to it, but the contribution could differ both from one partner to another and
in terms of the type of partnership. The most common cases were those in which the
34
. . . dialúetai ajpagoreúsei, qanátv, katastásew" ejnallagh' kaì ajporíaÚ Bas. 12.1.4, Procheiros
Nomos 19.5, Syn. Maior K.21.4, Hexabiblos 3.11.1.
35
Bas. 12.1.4, Syn. Maior K.21.7, Procheiros Nomos 19.9, Hexabiblos 3.11.
36
OiJ aJplw'" koinwnh́sante", ejpí tw'/ pórv dokou'si koinwnei'nÚ Bas. 12.1.7.
37
jEán aJplw'" génhtai koinwnía kaì mh̀ lecqh' ejpì tíni, dokei' sunístasqai ejpí tw'/ perigenoménv pórv
kaì kérdei ajpó prásew" kaì ajgorasía", misqẃsew" kaì ejklh́yew"Ú Bas. 12.1.7, Procheiros Nomos 19.7,
Syn. Maior K.21.6, Hexabiblos 3.10.9.
38
Kaì ejf∆ eJnì prágmatiÚ Bas. 12.1.5, Procheiros Nomos 19.6, Syn. Maior K.21.5, Hexabiblos 3.10.8.
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contributions were equal—“unless otherwise stated, the partners are equal” 39 —but
there were also other possibilities: “It may be agreed that one partner shall hold one
share and the other two or three.” 40 The agreement might be for the deficit to be made
up by personal labor, or indeed for one party’s share to consist only of personal labor:
“if, however, he adds something to the partnership, either in terms of money or service
or anything else,” 41 “and if they [the partners] have unequal shares of the property,”
and “the poorest of the partners shall make up in labor what he lacks in money.” 42 “It
shall be possible to form a partnership in which one person contributes money while
the other contributes labor.” 43 “Some of them [contribute] their capital, others their
labor.” 44 Provision was also made for the contribution of all the assets of the partners,
in which case we are talking about a “partnership in all goods” involving an undertaking by the partners to contribute any donations or bequests they might acquire in the
future: “They must make a special declaration that they are setting up a totorum bonorum partnership,” 45 and “If a partnership is formed totorum bonorum.” 46
Each partner had the right to a share in the profits produced, after the deduction
from the capital formed from the partners’ contributions of the expenses incurred for
the purposes of the partnership, and an obligation to participate in the losses when
the company’s liabilities outweighed its capital. As a rule, shares were proportional to
contributions, though it was permissible for different agreements to be made. However, it was not possible for one of the partners to be completely excluded from the
profits: “It shall not be possible to make an agreement by which one party sustains
only the losses while the other appropriates the profit.” Such a partnership would be
declared invalid by the law, would be regarded as the result of fraud, and was called a
Leonine partnership. However, it was not contrary to the purposes of the partnership
for a partner to be relieved of a share in the losses if he was exposed to risks at sea or
elsewhere or if he contributed personal labor of a value equal to the loss: “A person
shall not suffer loss, but he shall share in the profits if his service is equal to the loss
when he alone sails or takes risks or travels in foreign parts.” 47 The expenses of the
partnership were those that took place for its purposes: “A person traveling abroad for

jEán mh̀ lecqh', tà mérh i“sa eijsínÚ Bas. 12.1.29, Syn. Maior K.21.10.
Dunatòn dè sumfwnei'n, tòn mèn e“cein e”n méro", tòn dè dúo h‘ tríaÚ Bas. 12.1.29, Syn. Maior K.21.10.
41
. . . ejàn méntoi ti pléon eijságh th' koinwnía, h‘ ejn crh́masi h‘ uJpourgía h‘ eJtérv tiníÚ Bas. 12.1.29,
Syn. Maior K.21.10.
42
JO gàr penéstato" wJ" ejpípan tò lei'pon ejn crh́masi dià th'" spoudh'" ajnteiságeiÚ Hexabiblos 3.10.8,
Syn. Maior K.21.5; cf. Bas. 12.1.5.
43
Dúnatai susth'nai koinwnía tou' mèn eJnò" crh́mata suneisféronto", tou' dè eJtérou spoudh́nÚ Bas.
12.1.83.
44
” . . . h‘ tinw'n mèn ejnqh́khn, eJtérou dè h‘ eJtérwn toù" oijkeíou" mócqou"Ú Ecloga 10.4.
45
Dei' gàr aujtoù" eijdikw'" ejkfwnei'n o”ti totóroum bonóroum sunistw'si koinwníanÚ Bas. 12.1.13.
46
Bas. 12.1.3, Procheiros Nomos 19.3, Syn. Maior K.21.3, Hexabiblos 3.10.6.
47
Ouj dunatòn sumfwnei'n, w”ste tòn mèn mónon th̀n zhmían, tòn dè tò kérdo" oijkeiou'sqai… and Kaì i”na
tì" mh̀ zhmiw'tai mén, tou' dè kérdou" ejstí koinwnó", ejàn tosaúth ejstín hJ uJpourgía, o”son hJ zhmía, ejàn móno"
plh' h‘ kinduneúh h‘ xeniteúhÚ Bas. 12.1.29, Syn. Maior K.21.10.
39
40
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joint commercial purposes may charge to the partnership only such expenses as are
incurred for its purposes.” 48 Similarly, debts contracted for the purposes of the partnership “are to be paid jointly.” 49

Operation of the Partnership
Given that the principal characteristics of the partnership were its personal nature, the
relationship of trust among the members, and (secondarily) the assembly of capital, its
smooth operation was safeguarded through a system of provisions that regulated the
degree of liability of the partners, in each case, toward each other and toward third
parties transacting, via them, with the partnership, since throughout the period of
Byzantine law the partnership did not acquire a legal personality of its own and did
not become a vehicle for obligations and rights. In view of this, and also of the fact
that neither Roman nor Byzantine law recognized the institution of agency, the partnership’s transactions were conducted by the partners, who entered into personal contracts and undertook personal and unrestricted liability toward the third parties with
whom they transacted. The extent of their liability would depend on the type of contract concluded on each occasion.
However, a partner entering into transactions with third parties was obliged to inform the other partners of the gains he had made from transactions conducted in his
own name and on behalf of the partnership. He had a similar right to claim from the
other partners a proportional share of the gains they had made from transactions both
in their own names and on behalf of the partnership. This is to be deduced from the
wording of the purpose of the partnership, “the income and profit generated,” and, indirectly, from the provision connected with the cancellation of the partnership: “whatever I acquire until the partner is acquainted (with my cancellation) is common property.” 50 Each partner was entitled to claim what he had spent on behalf of the partnership, once more in proportion to his share: “The debts contracted in the duration of
the partnership shall be paid jointly.” 51
The partners were liable to one another for simple negligence and, more specifically,
were to be as assiduous in pursuing the company’s affairs as they were in looking after
their own assets: “The partner may be held liable on account of negligence and idleness
but he shall not be bound to take greater care than he would in his own affairs.” 52
Indeed, the partner was still held liable “even if his actions were beneficial in many

48

JO ajpodhmh́sa" dià koinh̀n ejmporían móna" tà" eij" aujth̀n ginoména" dapána" logízetai th' koinóthtiÚ
Bas. 12.1.50, Procheiros Nomos 19.19, Hexabiblos 3.10.28.
49
. . . ejk tou' koinou' dídotaiÚ Bas. 12.1.27, Procheiros Nomos 19.11, Hexabiblos 3.10.20.
50
jEpì tw'/ perigenwménv pórv kaì kérdei… and o”sa mèn kth́somai e”w" ou« máqh/, koináÚ Procheiros Nomos
19.7 and 9, Syn. Maior K.21.6 and 7, Hexabiblos 3.10.9 and 8.
51
Tà sustánta créa tw'/ kairw'/ th'" koinwnía" ejk tou' koinou' dídotaiÚ Bas. 12.1.27, Hexabiblos 3.10.20,
Procheiros Nomos 19.11.
52
JO koinwnò" ajpò ajmeleía" kaì rJaqumía" ejnécetai, ouj crewstei' dè megálhn ajsfáleian, ajll∆ oi”an ejn
toi'" ijdíoi" prágmasinÚ Bas. 12.1.70, Syn. Maior K.21.22, Hexabiblos 3.10.11.
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other ways.” 53 The partners were not liable for misfortunes, that is, for losses caused
by events “occurring absit omen,” as the Basilics defines the concept,54 which would be
shared out among the partners in accordance with their ratio of participation in the
losses: “The partner is not held liable for matters of a fortuitous event.” 55 Vivid descriptions are given in the relevant texts of indicative cases of losses caused by misfortunes,
with a distinction being drawn between theft and brigandage: the latter was regarded
as a misfortune and the loss was sustained by all the partners, while losses resulting
from the former were sustained only by the partner who had failed to take the necessary precautions.56
During the last centuries of Byzantium, the term koinonia was no longer used, being
replaced by the term syntrophia, applied both to ordinary commercial companies and
to shipping associations. Among the most important sources for the activities of these
partnerships is the collection of decisions of the synodal court of Constantinople. The
decisions it handed down in various disputes among partners reveal a wide range of
the entrepreneurial activities engaged in by syntrophiai, whose operations were still governed by the provisions concerning partnerships. As we have seen, these provisions
were flexible, allowing entrepreneurs to unite their forces in the manner most appropriate to the achievement of the company’s objectives, contributing in kind, in cash, or
in labor and receiving their profits (or sustaining losses) proportionally. This system
encouraged entrepreneurial activities. Syntrophiai were set up to run shops of all kinds
or to trade in other cities. Disputes connected with these syntrophiai were subject to the
jurisdiction of the synodal court of Constantinople, whose decisions give us a vivid
picture of the transactions and companies of the time, using graphic detail in the narrative of events to describe the dispute before the court.57

Maritime Partnerships
Special mention should be made of the financing of maritime trade via the formation
of partnerships whose sole purpose was entrepreneurial activity at sea. The beginnings
of the maritime partnership are regarded as being the profit-sharing system (kerdokoinonia) referred to in the index to the Rhodian Sea Law or the system of debt-sharing
(chreokoinonia) defined in the relevant provision of the same collection,58 perhaps because this was the first time that the undertaking of the maritime risk by the partner
contributing the capital was combined, in the same provision, with the corresponding
. . . ka“n ejn polloi'" eJtéroi" wjfélhsenÚ Hexabiblos 3.10.19 (⫽ Procheiros Nomos 19.10).
Par∆ ejlpída sumbaínontaÚ Bas. 12.1.50.
55
Tà tuchrà oJ koinwnò" oujk ejpiginẃskeiÚ Bas. 12.1.50, Procheiros Nomos 19.14, Syn. Maior K.21.13,
Hexabiblos 3.10.23.
56
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MM 2: no. 536, pp. 326–28; no. 564, pp. 374–75; no. 631, pp. 473–74; no. 632, pp. 474–75. Cf.
E. Papagianni, JH nomología tw'n ejkklhsiastikw'n dikasthríwn th'" buzantinh'" kaí metabuzantinh'" periódou sé qémata periousiakou' dikaíou (Athens, 1992), 1:112ff.
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Rhodian Sea Law 2.17. On this text, see D. Letsios, Nómo" JRodíwn Nautikó"Ú Das Seegesetz der Rhodier
(Rhodes, 1996).
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release from liability for losses of the partner who contributed his personal labor and
carried out the voyage.
However, this arrangement was not alien to Justinianic law. In practical terms, the
provisions regulating the partners’ membership of the partnership, which permitted
the contribution of labor, when taken in conjunction with those regulating the distribution of profits and losses, which permitted one partner to be released from liability for
losses, enabled the partners—in accordance with the principle of free will and depending on conditions and on their entrepreneurial requirements—to set up a partnership with all the characteristics of a maritime partnership as defined by the relevant
provision of the Rhodian Sea Law.
Under the provisions of the Rhodian Sea Law from which we draw such knowledge
as we have of this form of company, the chreokoinonia was a form of partnership in
which the contribution of one partner always took the form of the payment of money
(“if one partner gives gold or silver for the needs of the company”) while that of the
other consisted of labor. This payment was a contribution to the partnership, which,
as can be seen from the text of the provision, had maritime trade as its purpose and
consequently, in accordance with the same provision, “if there should be losses resulting from risks at sea, then the partners will share the losses in accordance with their
agreement, in the same proportion as they would have shared the profits if the voyage
had ended well.” 59
Apart, of course, from the obvious legal differences between a contract to set up a
partnership and a loan contract, the practical difference between the chreokoinonia and
the maritime loan, which lies outside the scope of this discussion of the subject, was
that the financier was a partner and, if the voyage turned out well, would collect profits
in an agreed proportion of what had resulted rather than a predetermined rate of interest.
The entire legal tradition of Byzantium, down to Harmenopoulos, referred back to
the Rhodian Sea Law, laying down that “judgment of all maritime affairs and matters
of the sea shall be subject to the law of the Rhodians,” on condition, however, “that
there is no other law opposed to the laws of the Rhodians.” 60
Given the elementary regulation of the chreokoinonia by the Rhodian Sea Law and
the statement of Harmenopoulos, it can be seen that the provisions of Byzantine law
governing company affairs acted as a supplement to the original provisions on the
chreokoinonia. Thanks to the principle of the consensual contract that Byzantine law
admitted, they allowed the contracting parties to agree on any supplementary terms
(on condition, of course, that these were permitted by legislation) they might deem
advantageous for the optimal achievement of the objectives of the partnership, which,
in trade, was always the greatest possible profit. Such terms would be selected in accordance with the economic conditions in force at any time and in the given circum59
jEàn dè . . . sumbh' ejk tw'n katà qálassan kindúnwn ajpẃleian genésqai, kaqáper tou' kérdou" e“doxe
kaì tà" zhmía" prò" tà mérh katà tà" sunqh́ka" ajnadécesqaiÚ Rhodian Sea Law 2.17.
60
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stances, thus helping the chreokoinonia to develop into a useful vehicle for maritime activities.
Under these provisions, which were usually of a dispositive nature, and thanks to
their flexibility, the partners could determine their contributions and the distribution
of the profits so that a partner who was contributing labor need not have a share of
the losses or might also contribute money, in which case he would increase the capital
of the partnership and his share of the profits, though he would also have a share in
the losses (only in proportion to the capital he had contributed).
This more highly evolved form of the maritime partnership was used as a vehicle
for their maritime enterprises by the Byzantine merchants of the last centuries of the
empire, and it was in connection with companies of this kind that the synodal court
was called upon to hand down the decisions from which we draw information.61 It was
also the framework within which the associations formed by foreigners who had settled
in Constantinople, most of them Genoese and Venetians, were set up and operated,
together with the partnerships founded jointly by Byzantine and foreign partners, especially in Venetian-ruled areas. These associations were the commenda (unilateral or
bilateral) and the collegantia, an examination of which is relevant in this discussion of
the institutions by which maritime trade was financed since, in the Byzantine period,
they were used to promote commercial activities related to the sea.62
The unilateral commenda was an association formed by agreement between two partners, of whom one (the socius stans) put up the capital and the other (the socius tractator)
undertook to make the voyage and to trade using the capital. The duration of the
partnership might be fixed at a specific period, or it might cover only a single voyage.
After the agreed period had elapsed and the socius tractator had returned, the profits
realized—if there were any—were divided according to the original agreement. If the
voyage produced a loss, it would be borne by the socius stans. The unilateral commenda
may have developed in the West as a substitute for the maritime loan in view of the
ban on the charging of interest by the western church. The bilateral commenda and the
Venetian collegantia differed from the unilateral commenda in that the socius tractator,
too, could invest money in the partnership, thus acquiring a share of the profits
(though also in the losses) proportional to the money he had put up.
The operation, organization, regulation, and potential under Italian law of these
associations, which in the last centuries of Byzantium were also used by Byzantine
entrepreneurs, did not differ from the corresponding parameters for maritime partnerships governed by Byzantine law. The similarities between these types of partnership (the commenda and the collegantia, on the one hand, and the maritime partnership
under Byzantine law, on the other) can be explained by the fact that both stemmed
61
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from the same family of law: Roman law, which acknowledged the societas of capital
and labor. However, there was another substantive factor in the similarity between
them: it is only natural that the rules of law that regulate similar entrepreneurial activities in similar conditions, in the same period, in the same part of the world, should
themselves be similar, resulting in similar legal forms to meet the needs of the period
and the conditions.
The attribution to each company of a description as a commenda, a collegantia, or a
Byzantine maritime partnership is in every case a matter of fact. What can be discerned
in the various instances of such partnerships is the existence of capitalists who systematically invested in entrepreneurial activities, on land and at sea.

